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 A New Forest Energy Virus and Explosions 
 
 
[Note: This meeting took place the day after the three bombings in Bombay] 
 
Trance Channeling begins..  
 
I am a forest spirit.  I have come today to ask for your help: a new infection has now 
been created by man, which has begun to affect our species.  This is in the form of a 
virus: not a chemical virus, but an energetic one.  One that is lethal. 
 
This energetic virus is comprised of hatred, destructive emotions, and the desire to 
thoughtlessly eliminate our species. This virus could wipe out our species; but what Man 
does not realize is that if that were to happen, the entire ecological balance would be 
thrown out of balance, and all species would eventually disappear. 
 
This, naturally, cannot be permitted to happen.  Many Universal friends are attempting 
to aid us; we ask that you add your energies to this as well. 
 
(The group instantly agrees) 
 
Please begin now: visualize your physical bodies temporarily emptied of all organs, 
tissues and bones. See them filled with beautiful foliage, trees, plants, flowers, and 
aromas. (Pause)  You are the jungle, you are the forest, you are the meadow, and you 
are the flower-filled field. (Pause)  Now only feel love for this aspect of self. (Pause) 
 
Thank you! Blessings! Be kind to us: we only wish to nurture, embrace and love you.  
Use us, by all means; but do not abuse us. 
 
[Sohrab shifts energies]  
 
Welcome, dear friends!  Let us now work for the four friends who were discussed prior 
to the meeting, who require your aid. 
 



All four need the energies of ‘release’: two of them require your help in releasing certain 
blocked issues, and two require your help in releasing their physical bodies.  But we will 
not tell you which friends require which aspect. 
 
This way, you can offer your energies unconditionally, without influencing the outcome.  
They will do what they individually choose, with your light and support.   
 
Please invite all four friends to be in attendance in this room. You do not need to know 
their names or anything about them: just welcome them.  Now raise your vibrations, 
and offer them the energy of release. (Pause)  If you wish, you may begin an internal 
chant of ‘release...release...release’. (Pause) 
 
Thank you. 
 
Now today, let us speak of explosions: how and why they are created, and how they 
affect individuals and the collective. 
 
An explosion can be a natural one, such as a volcanic eruption; a man-made one, such as 
a bomb; or an internal one, such as an ‘emotional outburst’ or a heart-attack. 
 
Group Member: Explosions of all kinds are created by energies that have gathered 
together, and require instantaneous release and transmutation. 
 
Natural explosions are created by the combined unassimilated energies of all Earth’s 
kingdoms, such as anger, rage, frustration, fury, pain, trauma and unexpressed thoughts 
and emotions.  These bond together to form great energetic density; and are then 
released by Gaia herself, as she does not wish to ‘make them her own’. 
 
A man-made explosion does the same for the energetic density created by man, or a 
group of men.  These energies have reached critical mass, and have to be released and 
transmuted, before they take mankind down an inappropriate path; one which is not 
conducive to its growth and development. 
 
An internal explosion does the same for an individual: it acts as a release-valve. 
 
Group Member: How would you categorize a plane or ship disaster? 
 
That would depend on the nature of the event.  Deliberate sabotage would be 
categorized as a man-made explosion; whereas if the plane or ship ‘accidentally’ 
collided with a mountain or an iceberg; it would be categorized as a combination of a 
natural and a man-made explosion.  Similarly, how each person involved with the event 
is affected also adds another factor to the equation, as we shall soon discover. 
 



Now, when an explosion occurs, instantaneous energetic transfer and transmutation 
follows.  The transfer occurs when the knotted energetic cords are distangled; and 
transmutation takes place when those individuals or groups concerned wish to move 
into a new space of energetic awareness, through the experience. 
 
This transfer/transmutation process works exactly as it does with a black hole in space: 
old energies get sucked in at great speed, become excessively dense, and are then 
transmuted and released back into circulation by the surrounding white hole. 
 
Now, as you well know, when people are involved in an explosion and either die or get 
injured, they have contracted to receive that level of the energy transfer/transmutation, 
for personal evolution. 
 
Some people deliberately choose to shed their physical bodies through an explosion: in 
this way, trapped energies that they may have carried over life- times, and have been 
unable to transmute, get shifted in just a few seconds.  From the soul’s point of view, a 
few seconds of fear and terror is a small price to pay for an instantaneous overall shift in 
the Self. 
 
Those who get injured wish to shake up and transmute only a portion of their energies, 
and then wish to remain in physical incarnation, to work with these transmuted 
energies. 
 
 A person, for example, may have had a perennial block in the area of relationships: this 
‘shake-up’ may give him the opportunity to recover and then re-examine all his 
relationship, and start healing them.  Will he do so?  That will depend on his choice. 
 
Here comes another interesting paradox: now, with the new level of human energies, 
these opportunities are created by self, to give self the option.  But now, you have to 
choose to do so: this is dependant on your own power and desire to shift. 
 
In the past, you ‘externalized’ the Masters, and they hand-held you along your path.  
Now, you have to internalize them, and draw upon your own power.  You have to 
acknowledge that you are supreme: the power and the responsibility both lie entirely 
with you.  You are God. 
 
So through this event, many, many in this city have chosen to alter life-paths that were 
extremely blocked.  A ‘ripple effect’ is also taking place: those who were not directly 
involved, but had a loved one affected, are also shifting through the process.  As are all 
of you, by virtue of the fact that this occurred in your city. 
 
Dear friend (addressing D personally), the recent events in your life are also ‘explosive’.  
His need for the explosion was greater than yours; hence his direct experience, and your 
indirect one.  He needed a ‘kick in the pants’; whereas with your level of evolution and 



self-search, you only needed a jolt.  Both of you are on the path of transmutation: you 
have made the choice, but as of now, he has not. 
 
Now, just as people contract to undergo an explosion, so do spaces.  As they are 
vigorously shaken up, they too release blocked energies that have accumulated within 
them. 
 
All of you have experienced the ‘ripple effect’: now is the time to ask self what you 
needed to transmute through yesterday’s events. 
 
Group Member: Is this same effect received by those who experience floods and 
earthquakes? 
 
We are just coming to that.  Now let us speak of releases through the medium of water: 
tidal waves, tsunamis or drowning.  These are generally used for emotional 
transmutation: water, as you well know, represents the flow of human emotions.  
 
The peoples of Atlantis, for example, got to a saturation point of arrogance, superiority, 
and greed.  The citizen’s collective group needed to transmute these energies, so most 
were involved with the debacle they created for self. 
 
As you may recall from prior channelings, they were also highly evolved in the areas of 
science, metaphysics, healing, and the arts.  When they exited en masse, many were 
able to shed their emotional imbalances in an instant, and continue their work, in its 
highest and purest form, from the spirit realm. 
 
Many of them worked almost instantaneously from the ether with the crystalline beds 
that they had left behind; cleansing and protecting them from the very same emotional 
imbalances that they had been infused with by self, during their lifetime.  This breathed 
a new life into these magnificent crystals, which were then readied for posterity. 
 
Group Member: Since the crystals are now being re-activated, and are, in turn, 
upgrading our consciousness; will we have to go through a similar event for our 
evolution? 
 
Could Mother Earth and her collective kingdoms choose this?  Yes.   
Do you ‘have to’?  No. 
 
Despite your scientific, technological and medical breakthroughs, the human kingdom is 
evolving at the slowest pace of all the kingdoms.  An army marches at the pace of its 
slowest soldier; therefore it is the human kingdom that is holding back the pace of 
evolution of the planet as a collective. 
 



Animals and birds do not plunder and deplete their environment, and they do not kill for 
pleasure.  Yours is the only kingdom that is throwing all the others out of balance; yet 
yours is the only one that has the consciousness to choose not to do so.  Most of the 
emotions that need transmutation also come from your kingdom. 
 
Most explosions come from suppressed anger and rage: which kingdom generates this?  
These are questions you need to ask yourselves. 
 
So water events, in general, help release the tangles of emotions and transmute those 
emotions into expansive ones.   
 
Those who drown often have tremendous emotional blockages, which may have carried 
forward over lifetimes.  These may not be visually apparent in the case of a young child 
who drowns; yet they may be carry-forward energies, which he has been unable to 
assimilate, time and again. 
 
At the moment during the drowning process when he ‘surrenders fully’ to the water, 
and takes his in-breath, he instantly facilitates the transfer and transmutation of these 
emotional blockages.  
 
Group Member: Air-based events, such as cyclones and tornados, are created to 
facilitate the transmutation of mental confusion and blockages. 
 
The tangled thoughts of humanity; the random, valueless, painful, cruel, vicious, nasty, 
self-serving thoughts of humanity collect together and begin to spiral upward for 
release. 
 
Don’t you have days like this, when you feel completely disjointed, fragmented and 
overwhelmed by life?  On those days, you can’t ‘think straight’.  Every event seems 
gloomy and ominous, and you often attribute thoughts and actions to others, which 
may not be the truth.  You may even find yourself having uncharacteristically vicious and 
violent thoughts. 
 
You generally have an in-built ‘safety-valve’, and your brain and body creates invisible 
tornados that release these energies, so that you come back to normalcy.  But these 
energies tend to collect around the planet.  And at some point, she has to release these 
energies for her well-being as well. 
 
Group Member: Do these events then facilitate release/transmutation for individuals 
or for humanity as a whole?  
 
A small event, such as an isolated case of drowning, pertains to the individual, and to a 
lesser extent, to the family involved; whereas a larger event that involves many people 
and large land masses, pertains to them and to humanity as well 



 
Now let us speak of fire.  This is used by those who have overall blockages in several 
areas: mental, physical and emotional.  This general cleanse facilitates an overall 
purification of the self.  Hence its use at the time of a passing from matter to spirit.  Fire 
actually contains all the elements within it. 
 
Group Member: What about forest fires? 
 
A good question.  A group of trees are never ‘evil’, or generate ‘negativity’.  Yet they are 
extremely sensitive to energies, and act as sponges to that which you release, world-
wide.  Just as they take in your carbon dioxide, they also take in your energetic releases 
and attempt to transmute these as well.  But often, they cannot keep pace with you!  
Then they need an ‘overall cleanse’, to regenerate self. 
 
Similarly, the earth beneath them also may be over-saturated with these kinds of 
energies. 
 
What do you do with your garbage?  You collect it and transport it to a certain location 
outside the city, where it is generally ‘left to rot’.  Or you contaminate your oceans with 
it.  You do the same with certain energies: planet earth can only be an energetic garbage 
dump for a certain period of time, after which she must release them as well.  
 
Many virgin forests have great energetic purity.  These automatically attract the 
discarded energies, which need to move to a non-saturated space.  These then become 
your dumping ground. 
 
Group Member: Why is Australia so prone to forest fires? 
 
Who were the recent Australian settlers?  
 
Convicts! 
 
Exactly!  Does this mean the current generation is being ‘punished’ for the energies of 
their forefathers?  Of course not! 
 
But imagine the energies of group after group of convicts in one land mass. Australia 
was, at that time, designated as a large penal colony. Imagine the pain, trauma, 
resentment, anger, and defiance of society and rules that these settlers brought with 
them.  Imagine the mental, physical and emotional confusion they experienced. 
 
Now, as Australia and its citizens are evolving so rapidly in every way, these root 
energies need to be transmuted.  They do not wish to carry these energies within 
themselves anymore.  What better way to cleanse than through the overall medium of 
fire? 



 
Group Member: What about the Aboriginal and Maori energies, that were there from 
the start?  
 
It is the purity of these energies that have made Australia what it is today.  The 
immigrants have been riding upon them for years now.  Paradoxically, the more they 
marginalize the original inhabitants, the more they are creating their own downfall. 
 
Just as America is doing to the Red Indians…  
 
Just as America is doing to the Red Indians!  You could summarize the energies of 
America as those of ‘endeavor’: each person believes, quite correctly, that through his 
own hard work and endeavor, he can ‘achieve his dreams’.  A very commendable belief 
system. 
 
But where has this come from?  The Red Indians.  They did not see this as purely 
financially based: it came from their deep-rooted understanding of the harmony 
between all kingdoms.  They intuitively understood the relationship between Man and 
Planet Earth; and Planet Earth and the Universe.  They understood that abundance was 
everyone’s divine right.  Their ‘endeavor’ was to work at maintaining this sacred 
balance. 
 
Once again, if modern America continues to marginalize the Red Indians, they are only 
going to destroy self. 
 
 Group Member: What about the animals that get caught in forest fires? 
 
Dear one, it is exactly the same for an animal as it is for a human. However, their choice 
of this exit is not normally one dealing with mental or emotional issues; it is generally a 
step towards their overall speedy evolution. 
 
A dog, for example, that dies in saving his master’s life, often uses this impetus to move 
up rapidly in the evolutionary chain.  Instead of first becoming a tribal human, he may 
move directly into a more advanced level of human society. 
 
Group Member: Why has China been having so many floods? 
 
Their predominant issue, as a collective, is the suppression and the repression of 
emotions.  In general, they are not permitted to have a voice, to speak out, and to 
express what they really feel, think and desire.  So naturally they would choose water as 
a medium of transmutation of these energies. 
 
China is also likely to use explosions, but in the field of technology.  These will not be 
physical ones: if they persist in growing so rapidly technologically, and do so in greed, 



instead of the desire of the upliftment of society as a whole; then this technology will 
explode on them. 
 
For example, they may mass-produce a new line of very lucrative computers, which then 
all develop a glitch, and have to be recalled.  This would result in the financial loss of 
billions, and may lead to unemployment and bankruptcy.  All technological explosions. 
We have always understood that natural movements are caused by scientific reasons: 
certain areas, for example, have fault lines, and are therefore more prone to 
earthquakes than others.  So how does this fit with the spiritual explanation that you are 
giving us? 
 
There is a perfect fit, dear friend! Science and spirituality must work in perfect harmony; 
as must all aspects of human life. 
 
Let us look at this ‘medically’: one family has a genetic propensity to heart disease, and 
another, to cancer.  So, if a person in both families goes out of emotional and energetic 
balance; each will, in all likelihood, suffer from his family’s genetic inclination.  This is 
what science dictates. 
 
Now, let us examine this from the spiritual angle.  Why has the first person chosen to 
incarnate into family A; and the second, into family B?  He would align his issues with 
that of the family, and their propensity in all areas, for personal growth. Prior to his 
incarnation into that family, he will initially weigh all the possible permutations and 
combinations that may arise, and will choose what is best for self.  It is that simple. 
 
Group Member: Most people feel angry when there is a terrorist attack; most feel 
helpless when there is a natural disaster: are we then needed to work on these 
feelings and emotions? 
 
Indeed you are. Observe this room today, post the attacks: some are angry, others are 
feeling helpless and are experiencing victimhood, and yet others are feeling very strong 
and balanced.  Each one, through each incident, has to review what is coming up for 
self, and why.  Each one has to identify and understand their ‘reactions’. 
 
Let us end today’s session by asking you to offer light and energy to ALL in your city.  
Please offer them the energy of AWAKENING. Help them examine self, and assimilate 
what they need to, from this event. 
 



Take a moment. Centre yourselves and choose to be magnificent lightworkers and 
healers. (pause)  Now spread pure golden light of awareness throughout your city.  Fill 
every person, every area, and every part of your city with this light. (pause)  Now fill 
yourselves with the golden light of awareness: pledge to choose to live in awareness 
from this moment onwards. (pause)   
And so it is, and so it is, and so it is. 
 

BLESSINGS FROM MOTHER GAYA; BLESSING FROM THE SPIRIT OF BOMBAY AND 
BLESSINGS FROM THE MELCHIZEDEK. 

                                  ******************************************** 


